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ABSTRACT: Text Mining (TM) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) are very closely related to each other. Though TM is not really associated with the semantic and the syntax of a language, it does try to link documents or unstructured data in such a way that at the end of the day we can say those documents are semantically closely associated. TM has a number of subtasks like Text Clustering, Text Summarizing, Text Categorizing, etc. In this paper we are discussing research related to converting a simple English language question to its equivalent Structured Query Language (SQL) statement for a novice to fetch information from a database. This tool that we have developed has been named the N-ELIDB – Natural English Language Query Interface to Database. This is a heuristic tool which after generating the SQL, tries to categorize the questions using the concept of Text Categorization. The previous part is for a normal user and the later part is for the Text Miner.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The usage of computer has increased manifold with the advent of Database Management System (DBMS) and with the dawn of the Internet. Everyday most of the people are interacting with information stored in database, usually, through the specialized and predefined programs written for such interaction. The limitation of such programs is that it restricts the interaction between user and database to predefined set of queries. This is against the basic objective/principle of DBMS system which is developed to support ad-hoc queries. Only few people who have knowledge of database structure and formal database language such SQL can retrieve the desired information from database.

A novice user having no knowledge of database structure and formal database query language cannot retrieve desired information if it is not supported by well thought application. Hence, it was a need of an hour to improve human computer interface that allows people to interact with the database in their natural language (such as English). The existing and effective Natural Language Interface to Database (NLIDB) system has high potential to mimic computer systems as conversational system thereby making it easy to use by large mass of people enhancing its utility value. At the end, several systems were designed and developed by researchers that support NLIDB. Some of the well-known NLIDB systems are: LIFFER, LUNAR, BANKS, ELF, NLBEAN, CINDI, SQL-TUTOR, SQ-HAL, Step, etc.

The objective of the research was, therefore, to provide more efficient and user friendly Natural-English-Language Query Interface to Database (N-ELIDB) system that allows non-technical users, who are not aware of formal database language (such as SQL), to interact with database using their own English language. The system proposes the general framework for efficient processing of natural language query to extract intended information from the database. These statements that are converted to SQL queries are then being used as the training set for the next part of the research related to Text Categorization.

Text Categorization is a subtask of Information Retrieval that allows users to browse more easily the set of texts of their own interests, by navigating in category hierarchies. Generally statistical methods or the Machine Learning methods are used to categorize textual data. The most popular way being using the bag-of-words approach and thereafter the Vector Space Model. Typical natural language structures, e.g., morphology, syntax and semantic are completely neglected in the development of the classification functions.
In this paper we discuss how a NLP based output can become the input to design classifiers which could be effectively be used in Text Mining Applications.

II. RELATED WORK

In [14], Conceptual Query Language/Natural Language (CQL/NL) is filtered for search predicates derived from conceptual schema constructs. Based on the identified search predicates, CQL/NL uses a set of predefined natural language templates to compose a natural language explanation of the query. In [11] Lifer/Ladder, has designed a natural language interface to a database of information about US Navy ships. This system used a semantic grammar to parse questions and query a distributed database. D L Waltz [10] developed Programmed Language-based Enquiry System- PLANES- at the University of Illinois Coordinated Science Laboratory. It carries out clarifying dialogues with the user as well as answer vague or poorly defined questions. Nalix [12] developed a generative interactive natural language query interface to an XML database. The system can accept an arbitrary English language sentence as query input, which can include aggregation, nesting, and value joins, among other things. SQ-HAL[13], a system which provides natural language interface to database. The major drawback of this system is if appropriate database driver not installed, program will not work. The database table names and column names have to be valid English words. It is not capable of determining relationship between tables, MASQUE [4], a system created by Androuloupoulos et, which is a powerful and portable natural language front end for Prolog databases. It answers written English questions by generating Prolog queries that are evaluated against the Prolog database.

III. THE N-ELIDB ARCHITECTURE

The operational methodology of N-ELIDB system has two major components as shown in Figure 1. The components are: (a) Linguistic Component and (b) Database Component. The Linguistic component discusses (i) Morphological Analysis like query pre-processing & context resolution, word-based n-gram processing, stop words removal, spelling check, domain mapping and knowledge base management (ii) Lexical Analysis like identifying token type and checking for attribute token (iii) Syntactic Analysis using Stanford Parser and Multi-Liaison algorithm, (iv) Semantic Analysis using WordNet for semantic representation of lexicon and proper noun resolution. The Database component discusses (i) SQL Query Generator which processes intermediate query representation and generates SQL query for DDL, DML & SELECT statements, and (ii) SQL Query Execution using database adaptor.

In short, the Linguistic Component translates the natural language input to an expression of Intermediate Query Representation (IQR), which is subsequently passed to Database Component for generation of Structured Query Language (SQL) statement. The resulting SQL statement is then executed by the database management system. The Linguistic Component consists of morphological analysis, query pre-processing & context resolution, lexical analysis, syntactical analysis and semantic analysis; and Database Component consists of SQL query generation and SQL query execution.
A. The Linguistic Component

The word Linguistic means a study of language. It has mainly three aspects to study which includes language form (syntax), language meaning and language context. The computational linguistic is an interdisciplinary field known and used by computer scientists for processing of natural language. The linguistic component deals with various analyses such as morphological analysis, query pre-processing & context resolution, lexical analysis, syntactic analysis and semantic analysis.

Morphology is the study of the way words are built up from smaller meaning-bearing units called morphemes [1]. It is also known as Lemmatization, which is a process of analyzing the token morphologically in order to find their basic forms. For example: a student has two stems of a morpheme: one is student and other is students. It takes two kinds of knowledge to correctly search for singular and plural of these forms. It allows obtaining information about words that form the sentence. For this purpose, it uses a stem dictionary with root form of words.

The natural language input first undergoes a pre-processing phase in which it identifies the domain that pertains to the input query. For this, it tokenizes the input, performs morphological analyses of the words and looks them in lexicon dictionary to retrieve their syntactic and semantic properties. The pre-processing of the input query includes: (a) stopwords removal (b) word based n-gram generation and its conversion into base words (c) spelling check (d) identifying domain, and (e) knowledge reuse. The stopwords removal, n-gram generation and conversion to base words as well as spell check are the most simple and general steps that are followed by any NLP or TM algorithms. The next step is the lexical analysis and then the syntactic analysis. The Stanford Parser has been used to provide a representation of grammatical relations between words in the input sentence. [6]. The Multi-Liaison Algorithm [7] has been used to find the subjects, objects and verbs in the sentence.

B. The Database Component

Identifying domains is a very important step. The degree of correct interpretation and processing of natural language queries relies on existence of the exhaustive domain specific lexicon [5]. The context can be resolved by identifying the domain class in form of <database name><domain name>< key terms><attribute terms> as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database name</th>
<th>Domain name</th>
<th>Key terms</th>
<th>Attribute terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>roll no, name, villa, residence, phone no, mobile no, department, etc.</td>
<td>stud_id, contact_no, address, birthdate, studnm, city, sem_no, branchid, gender, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>exam, percentage, semester, branch</td>
<td>examid, exammm, sem, mks, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Student, Faculty</td>
<td>books, return, issue, library, author, edition, title, publisher, etc.</td>
<td>bookid, booknm, isbnno, authornm, publisherid, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>department, course</td>
<td>branchid, branchnm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Syntax driven semantic analysis can be thought as the meaning of the sentence composed by the meaning of its parts [2]. Here, the input is passed through a parser to derive its syntactic structure. The syntactic structure is, then, passed to a semantic analyzer to determine its contextual meaning. For example, syntactic constitution means sentence -> noun | verb and the semantic attachment leads to the semantic property of noun (proper noun, common noun, etc.) or a verb. The output of the semantic interpretation module gives a logical expression of the words in the lexicon, to generate the logical query. The approach used here is an Intermediate Query (IQ) representation which can express the meaning of user input in terms of high level concepts, independent of database structure. For example, if the users input in the natural language query as:

“Display all students who stay in Baroda city”, which can be translated into logical form such as:

```
acomp(give-1, stud-2)
```
dep (location-4, who-3)
dep(stud-2, location-4)
nn(city-7, Vadodara-6)
prep_in(location-4, city-7)

SQL Query: select * from stud where (city like '%vadodara%')

The logical query as stated above represents the meaning of user’s question to find the different pairs like [city, Vadodara] such that a city is a City and Vadodara is a name of a city. The logical query generated by the parsing and semantic interpretation module, expresses the meaning of the user’s question in terms of a logical concept. The logic query does not refer directly to the database object such as tables or columns; it does not specify how to search the database to retrieve the necessary information. In order to retrieve the information requested by the user, the logic query has to be transformed into query expressed in some structured query language supported by the underlying database management system.

We have used WordNet to identify the synonymy, hyponymy, hypernymy, etc. in the development of this system. The tokens which WordNet cannot identify are defined using another two methods (a) Lexicon Semantic representation and (b) Rules for identification of person name, location and date. The N-ELIDB GUI screen shot is given in Figure 2.

The N-ELIDB is capable of handling different types of queries like those with/without conditions, grouping, joins, etc. The different paraphrases of queries are - list of students whose city is Anand, list names of students who live in Anand city, list address of students who stay at Baroda city, list names of students who study in semester 4, names of students who are born in the month of May, etc.

The very fact that it can handle different types of queries leads to the next level of using this for creating classifiers for Text Categorization. It is a subtask of Information Retrieval that allows users to browse more easily the set of texts of their own interests, by navigating in category hierarchies [9]. The combination of Text Categorization with NLP gives a new vision for research.

![Figure 2: The N-ELIDB Screen Shot](image)

IV. RESULT OF TEXT CATEGORIZATION WITH NLP

Normally statistical methods or the Machine Learning models are popular for Text Categorization. They use the bag-of-words representation to train the target classification function. The Vector Space Model also is very popular in Text Mining. Only the single words with their tf-idf scores and distance measures like the Cosine Distance are generally used. Typical natural language structures like morphology, syntax and semantic are completely neglected in the developing of the classification function [8]. In turn, the semantic information generated by the Text Categorization
models is not used yet for the most important natural language applications. Information Extraction, Question/Answering and Text Summarization should take advantage from category information as it helps to select the domain knowledge that language applications usually use in their processing.

We have tried to generate classifiers based on the kind of the query that is asked by a user which is converted to SQL by N-ELIDB. The classifiers have been predefined as per the nature of the query and every new question asked by a user gets classified according to the class it is closest to. It is a heuristic approach which allows the classifiers to grow as per every new query asked and equivalent SQL generated.

A screen shot of the classification is given in Figure 3. We have tried to implement this on paragraphs and small documents with the aim to improve Text Categorization keeping in mind the NLP context. The combination of Text Categorization with NLP can be used in the applications related to business intelligence, text analytics, MIS, etc. The amalgamation of these two concepts can result in better, enhanced and superior quality of outputs. We are continuing this research for documents now.

![Figure 3: The Text Classifier with NLP](image)

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

There has been a lot of research work being done in Text Mining as well as NLP. The thin line between the two is still very difficult to differentiate. Text Mining and Text Categorization especially does not involve the meaning of the unstructured text data that is used to generate classifiers. Most of the time it is the bag-of-words approach involving the Vector Space Model. It is really a challenge to include the semantics as well. This project has been an approach towards creating the connection between the two. Creating more complex classifiers based on the semantics and NLP to classify the test data is what we plan to do next.
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